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either Ej or Gc, C' is larger the larger is E* or the smaller is G0;
that is to say, the more elastic is the marginal desire of the
taxing country (America) for imports and the less elastic the
corresponding marginal desire of the taxed country (Germany).
It will be noticed that, as -Ej approaches infinity, 0' ap-
proaches R, while, as - Gc approaches infinity, C' approaches
nothing. If E; and Gc are equal, our formula reduces further to
C,=R   ~210E;-174
' -390Ej-174*
§ 8. The above formulae are, of course, based on the funda-
mental assumption, stated in Chapter XIX, § 14, that Pc is
equal to Ej and Q/ to Gc; namely, that in each of our two
countries the elasticity of marginal desire for imports is equal
to the corresponding elasticity in respect of home produce. If
America's marginal desire for imports is more elastic than her
marginal desire for home produce, which entails that Ec < - 35Ef,
this has the same effect on the value of C' as if -Ej were larger ;
that is to say, it makes C' larger. In like manner, if Germany's
desire for imports is less elastic than her marginal desire for
home produce, this makes C' larger.
. § 9. These considerations are relevant to the question how
far England is in a position to " tax the foreigner " by means
of import duties. A century ago, as Marshall insisted, this
country was practically the only place where foreigners could
purchase manufactures made by steam machinery, not then in
general use elsewhere, and tropical products, for obtaining which
England had special facilities.1 A large part of our exports con-
sisted of these things, and the foreign desire for our sendings of
them was naturally highly inelastic. Hence the foreign desire
for English goods was abnormally inelastic; while no corre-
sponding influences were at work to make the English desire for
foreign sendings abnormally inelastic. At the present time, on
the other hand, many countries besides ourselves produce steam-
manufactured goods, so that, war conditions apart, foreigners are
no longer compelled to come to us : whereas our own imports
from abroad consist in the main of food and raw materials for
our industries — classes of goods for which our marginal desire
is probably a good deal less elastic than our marginal desire for
home produce. These facts make it probable that England is
1 Money, Credit and Commerce, p. 192.

